
 

One Figure —  

A Step is a movement of the foot from here 
to there. A Figure is a specific sequence of 

steps forming a set that is complete, is 
often standardized, and is widely accepted 
and used as one component of a dance 

routine. 

 

 

Paso Doble Grand Circle 
by Harold & Meredith Sears 

 
One way to think of the Grand Circle is an extended Twist Turn where the man 

crosses his right foot in front of his left, and the woman walks around him counter-
clockwise, unwinding him with elevated, prancing, flowing steps. We begin in semi-

closed position facing line of dance with trail feet free. The man steps strongly thru 
and across his left foot without taking full weight (woman thru L), he twists left-face 
with right-side stretch and proud aspect in a "caping" action leaving his feet in place 

but gradually shifting weight to his left foot as the woman steps forward R, fwd L high 
on the balls of her feet, fwd R; she continues fwd L, R, L, R to semi-closed position 

facing somewhat reverse and wall; the man steps thru R turning left (woman thru L), 
both close lead feet to end in closed position man facing wall (qqqq; qqqq; qq). 
 

There are variations. The figure can begin with an appel R (woman appel L), both step 
side to semi-closed position, and then the thru step and unwind. Often, the last two 
steps are omitted for a Grand Circle 8 that takes a neat two measures. We've done a 

Grand Circle 6 and hold—another way to use two measures. A Mini Grand Circle is 
only four quicks and will probably turn only 1/2, but always, the man is sweeping 

his cape around his body in a swirling movement, drawing the eye of the bull and 
thrilling the crowd into a frenzy. 
 

A small caution for the men — Don't get so caught up in your own steps, posture, 
virtuosity, and machismo that you forget about your partner. Yes, be brave in the 

face of the bull, be daring as you take your hip just out of the reach of its horn, but 
remember that your lady is truly your lifesaver. Appreciate her. Dance with her. 
 

adapted from rounddancing.net/dance/figures/paso.html 
 


